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 I. Vocabulary (30%): Please choose the best answer (A, B, C or D) to complete each of the 

following questions. 

     1. In the West, there is a               that breaking a mirror brings bad luck. No one 

really believes it these days though.  

       (A) superstition    (B) theory     (C) warning    (D) justify     

2. Though some people smoke and never get sick, the               for getting sick is 

much higher for people who smoke. 

  (A) warning     (B) accuracy    (C) potential    (D) trend  

     3. Good parents are                with rules for their children. The rules should generally 

stay the same, and not change often according to the parents’ mood. 

     (A) convincing    (B) preferable    (C) consistent    (D) various  

     4. Marriage should be considered a strong              , and a promise that the couple will 

work hard to love and take care of each other. 

     (A) condition    (B) commitment   (C) motivation    (D) stabilization  

     5. If someone with an iron pipe demands your wallet, it is safer to               than to 

resist. 

     (A) compress    (B) compel    (C) concede    (D) comply  

     6. Children’s eating habits are              . One day they’ll barely eat, and the next day 

they’ll eat enough for five. 

       (A) erratic     (B) dogged    (C) equivalent    (D) diverse 

 7. The basketball players were upset when the team bus broke down and they had to            

an important game. 

       (A) fortify     (B) frustrate    (C) forfeit     (D) resent 

 8. Our boss trusts Mary with the key to the cash register because she knows that she 

has        . 

       (A) honest     (B) talent     (C) tolerance    (D) integrity 

 9. Ms. Wu is very              about late papers. If you hand one in even a week late, she 

doesn’t lower your grade. 

       (A) heartless    (B) lenient     (C) lethal     (D) liberal 

10. Ron’s impatient attitude and his fast, zigzag driving make him a               on the 

road. 

       (A) threaten     (B) menace    (C) megalith    (D) mess 
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 11. Sometimes              racism is easier to deal with than the hidden kind. You can 

better fight what is out in the open. 

       (A) harmful     (B) overt     (C) fair     (D) radical 

12. John is so              that he would step on coworkers to advance himself. 

       (A) ruthless     (B) mercy     (C) sarcastic    (D) scarce 

13. Bill is such a             . He cheats his customers yet complains about how hard it is to 

be an honest, struggling salesman. 

        (A) hypocrite    (B) hypnosis    (C) hybrid     (D) hawk 

14. The automobile accident was so             that I had to look away from the horrible 

sight. 

        (A) grumble    (B) sensitive    (C) sensual    (D) gruesome 

15. In Nazi Germany, anyone who publicly             Hitler as cruel risked imprisonment, 

torture, and death. 

        (A) defend     (B) imitate     (C) denounced    (D) punish 

II. Text completion (10%): Please select the best answer (A, B, C or D) to complete the 

following sentences: 

 

Finding love on the Internet is becoming more and more commonplace in today’s __  

_(1)_____ society. While some people ____(2)______ find love in cyberspace, keep in mind that there 

are potential dangers. Though most people you meet online may be nice and sincere, there are a few 

who have bad  ____(3)______  and some can ___(4)_____ be violent. Be very careful about giving 

out personal information to someone you meet online, such as phone numbers, the name of your 

workplace, and your address. If you decide to meet in person, make sure you meet in a public place. 

____(5)_____, tell a friend where you are going and who you are going to meet. If possible, give them 

a photograph of the person you are meeting. If you change locations after you meet, give a quick call to 

your friend to let them know. As they say, it’s always better to be safe than sorry. 

 

 1. (A) fast-pace  

      (B) faster-pace 

      (C) fasted-pace 

      (D) fast-paced 

2. (A) have 
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      (B) do 

     (C) can 

     (D) will 

3. (A) intonation 

     (B) intimidation 

     (C) intentions 

     (D) invocation 

  4.(A) not 

     (B) not only  

     (C) evasively 

     (D) even 

5. (A) Finally 

     (B) Also 

     (C) Like 

     (D) For example 

    

III.  Composition (10%): Please write an essay on the topic—The Importance of Good Nutrition. 

 


